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General Post - Graduate News
Please note that instruction arranged by the Fellowship of Postgraduate Medicine is open only to

Members (annual subscription, from month of joining, Ios. 6d.). In the case of ' limited' courses no
entries are accepted in advance of the detailed syllabuses being published and circulated; post-graduates
(whether Members or not) are not automatically included in the mailing lists, but must notify the Fellow-
ship of Postgraduate Medicine, I Wimpole Street, London, W.I, if they wish to be sent syllabuses as
published, and must specify the subjects in which they are interested. Information regarding courses
can be obtained from the Office, daily between io a.m. and 5 p.m. (Saturdays Io a.m. to 12 noon).
Telephone: Langham 4266.

RHEUMATIC DISEASES LECTURES:
June 2nd to June I4th. Rheumatic Unit, St. Stephen's Hospital. Afternoons at 5 p.m. Fee, £Z 2S. od.

M.R.C.P. (NEUROLOGY):
June 2nd to June 28th. West End Hospital for Nervous Diseases. Three afternoons a week. Limited.

Fee, £3 3s. od.

MI.R.C.P. (Infectious Diseases) (Week-end)
June 7th and June 28th. Park Hospital. All day Saturday and Sunday. Limited. Fee, £3 3s. od.

MEDICINE & SURGERY (Week-end): FOR GENERAL PRACTITIONERS:
June zIst and June 22nd. Royal Hospital, Richmond. All day Saturday and Sunday. Fee, &z 2S. od.

DISEASES OF CHILDREN (Week-end):
June 28th and June 29th. Princess Louise Kensington Hospital. All day Saturday and Sunday. Fee,
& 2S. od.

PROCTOLOGY:
July 7th to July 12th. St. Mark's Hospital. All day. Limited. Fee, £3 3s. od. (No entries accepted

until syllabus is published-see note at top of page.)

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF UROLOGY

The 7th Congress will be held at St. Moritz (Switzerland) 25th-28th August, 1947

PROGRAMIME
August 25th Discussion on the aetiology of Primary Renal Calculus (Mr. H. P. Winsbury White).
August 26th Discussicn on

i. The diagnosis and treatment of renal tuberculosis (Dr. Cuthbert Dukes, Mr. David
Band and Mr. Hamilton Bailey).

2. Transplantation of the ureter (Mr. Arthur Jacobs).
August 27th General excursion and meeting.
August 28th Discussions on

I. The use of sulphonamides and penicillin in urology (Mr. Yates Bell and \r.
Clifford Morson).

2. Horinone therapy in cancer of the prostate (Mr. Clifford Morson and 'Mr.
Hamilton Bailey).

Official banquet.
August 2gth Excursion to sanatoria.

CLIFFORD MORSON (Delegate),
86, Brook Street, W. .

Copies of the Index to Post-Graduate Medical Journal, 1946, can now be obtained
from The Fellowship of Postgraduate Medicine, 1, Wimpole Street, London, W.1.
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LAY CLINICIANS
No. i.

Often when reading a book or play one
comes across an excellent description of some
disease, which though written by a layman, is
probably more happily phrased than any
doctor could achieve. We hope to introduce
some of these ' case records' in subsequent
issues and for those who would like to try
their hand at naming the author and book this
information will be given at the end of the
extract.

'Besides the natural desire to get home, we
had another reason for urging the ship on. The
scurvy had begun to show itself on board. One
man had it so badly as to be disabled and off
duty, and the English lad, Ben, was in a dread-
ful state, and was daily growing worse. His
legs swelled and pained him so that he could
not walk, his flesh lost its elasticitv, so that if
it were pressed in it would not return to its
shape, and his gums swelled until he could not
open his mouth. His breath, too, became very
offensive; he lost all strength and spirit, could
eat nothing; grew worse every day, and, in
fact, unless something was done for him, would
be a dead man in a week, at the rate at which he
was sinking. The medicines were all, or nearly
all, gone, and if we had had a chestful, they
would have been of no use, for nothing but
fresh provisions and terra firma has any effect
upon the scurvy. This disease is not so com-
mon now as formerly, and is attributed
generally to salt provisions, want of clean-
liness, the free use of grease and fat (which is
the reason of its prevalence among whale-
men) and, last of all, laziness. It never could
have been from the last cause on board our
ship, nor from the second, for we were a very
cleanly crew, kept our forecastle in neat order,
and w%ere more particular about washing and

changing clothes than many better-dressed
people on shore. It was probably from having
none but salt provisions, and possibly from our
having run very rapidly into hot weather, after
having been so long in the extremist cold.

'Depending upon the westerly winds, which
prevail off the coast in the autumn, the captain
stood well to the westward to run inside of the
Bermudas and in hope of falling in with some
vessel bound to the West Indies or the Southern
States. The scurvy had spread no farther
among the crew, but there was danger it
might; and these cases were bad ones.

'SundaDy, Sept. i ith.-Lat. 3o deg. 4 min.
N., long. 63 deg. 23 min. W.; the Bermudas
bearing north-north-west, distant i 5o miles.
The next morning, about io o'clock, " Sail
ho ! " was cried on deck, and all hands turned
up to see the stranger. As she drew nearer,
she proved to be an ordinary-looking her-
maphrodite brig, standing south-south east,
and probably bound out from the Northern
States to the West Indies; and was just the
thing we wished to see. She hove to for us,
seeing that we wished to speak to her, and we
ran down to her, boomed-ended our studding-
sails, backed our main topsail, and hailed
her-" Brig, ahoy ! " " Haloo ! " " Where are
you from, pray ? " "From New York, bound
to Cura9ao." " Have you any fresh provisions
to spare ? " " Ay, ay ! plenty of them! " We
lowered away the quarter-boat instantly, and
the captain and four hands sprang in and were
soon dancing over the water and alongside the
brig. In about half an hour they returned
with half a boatload of potatoes and onions,
and each vessel filled away and kept on her
course. She proved to be the brig Solon, of
Plymouth, from the Connecticut River, and
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last from New York, bound to the Spanish
Main, with a cargo of fresh provisions, mules,
tin bake-pans, and other notions. The onions
were genuine and fresh, and the mate of the
brig told the, men in the boat as he passed the
bunches over the side, that the girls had strung
them on purpose for us the day he sailed.

' It was just dinnertime when we filled away,
and the steward, taking a few bunches of
onions for the cabin, gave the rest to us, with
a bottle of vinegar. We carried them forward,
stowed them away in the forecastle, refusing to
have them cooked, and ate them raw with our
beef and bread. And a glorious treat they
were. The freshness and crispness of the raw
onion, with the earthy taste, give it a great
relish to one who has been a long time on salt
piJovisions. We were perfectly ravenous after
them. It was like the scent of blood to a
hound. We ate them at every meal, by the
dozen, and filled our pockets with them, to eat
in our watches on deck, and the bunches, rising
in the form of a cone from the largest at the
bottom to the smallest, no larger than a
strawberry at the top, soon disappeared. The
chief use, however, of the fresh provisions, was
for the men with the scurvy. One of them was
able to eat, and he soon brought himself to by
gnawing upon raw potatoes, but the other, by
this time, was hardly able to open his mouth,
and the cook took the potatoes raw, pounded

them in a mortar, and gave him the juice to
drink. This he swallowed by the teaspoonful
at a time, and rinsed it about his gums and
throat. The strong, earthy taste and smell of
this extract of the raw potato at first,produced
a shuddering through his whole frame and,
after drinking it, an acute pain, which ran
through all parts of his body, but knowing by
this time it was taking strong hold, he
persevered, drinking a spoonful every hour or
so, and holding it a long time in his mouth
until, by the effect of this drink and of his own
restored hope (for he had nearly given up in
despair) he became so well as to be' able to
move about, and open his mouth enough to
eat the raw potatoes and onions pounded into
a soft pulp. This. course soon restored his
appetite and strength; and ten days after we
spoke to the Solon, so rapid was his recovery,
that from lying helpless and almost hopeless in
his berth, he was at the masthead, furling a
royal.'

This masterly account of scurvy is taken
from ' Two Years Before the Mast' written in
I840. The author, R. H. Dana, was born.in
I815, and graduated in law at Harvard in I837.
He suffered from some affection of his eyes
and on this account broke his college career to
make the voyage which is described in this
book.

BOOK REVIEWS

GARROD, BATTEN AND THURSFIELD'S
DISEASES OF CHILDREN

Edited by DONALD PATERSON, M.D., F.R.C.P., and
ALAN MONCRIEFF, M.D., F.R.C.P. 4th Edition.
Vol. I. Pp. 771. Edward Arnold & Co., London.
1947. Price 30s.
Plus fa change, plus c'est la mime chose is

true of medicine only in its broad principles and in
some of its therapeutic enthusiasms. The last
edition of this well known and much admired book
was published in I934, since when the production
of the sulphonamides and of penicillin has changed
our management of many diseases, while various
discoveries (for example vitamin K and the Rhesus
factors) have altered our vays of thinking about

'other conditions. Much new material is included
in the present edition, and the introductory chapters
have been greatly expanded and set out better.
The result is a larger book which would have

been cumbersome in one volume and has been
divided into two. The first has just appeared. The
introductory section contains chapters on heredity,
vital statistics and welfare services, child develop-
ment, drugs (including good accounts of the sul-
phonamides and penicillin), clinical pathology,
water and electrolyte control and acid-base regula-
tion, septicaemia pyaemia and toxaemia, practical
procedures (intravenous infusions and so on),
anaesthetics, and the feeding of irifants and children.

Part II contains accounts of the newly-born baby,
and disorders of nutrition, metabolism, the ductless
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PRACTICAL ANATOMY

By W. E. LE GROS CLARK, F.R.S., F.R.C.S. Pp.
470. Arnold. 1946. Price 25s.
Teachers of anatomy have long felt that far too

much of the medical student's time is taken up in
learning the minutiae of human anatomy, facts
which are no sooner learnt for examination purposes
than they are forgotten, the reme'mbering of which
can at best be considered an exercise in mental
gymnastics.
As Professor Le Gros Clark says, probably less

than 5 per cent. of medical students undertake
major surgery after they are qualified and those who
will take up surgery as a career ought, as he suggests,
to complete a further course of dissection. The time
has come, there is no doubt, when the whole
curriculum for the medical student should be
rigorously revised. This book represents a bold
attempt to carry out this policy and gives a good
working knowledge of human anatomy within the
compass of 450 pages. If the student learns all that
is in this book he can face the examiners for his
second M.B. with equanimity. The syllabus for the
Primary F.R.C.S. examination is not covered and
this is as it should be.
The book is well produced, the illustrations are

clear, though it might be possible in a future
edition to have more of them. The addition of a
few X-rays, and diagrams laying more stress on
surface anatomy would be helpful.
The book offers for the student all that he requires

in a dissecting and reference manual on anatomy
and its introduction into the dissecting room should
go far to raise the standard of anatomical knowledge
in the average student.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF ANATOMY
FOR NURSES

By E. B. JAMIESON, M.D. 2nd Edition. E. S.
Livingstone, Ltd., Edinburgh. 1946. Price
8s. 6d.
In the preface to the first edition, which was pub-

lished in 1938, the author states that this book is
made up of a number of illustrations suitable for
the teaching of nurses and taken from his other
book Illustrations of Regional Anatomy, which was
published earlier for medical students. The re-
viewer would consider that the illustrations are
far too technical for the average nurse, either to
comprehend or to learn. The detail that they set
forth is of an anatomical standard more suitable for
one who was studying for the primary Fellowship
Examination in Anatomy. The illustrations are
beautifully done-nearly all of them in colour with
fine detail and the reproduction and the colouring
exquisitely carried out by this well-known firm
of publishers. The names of the various anatomical
structures are well set out with direction lines,
though learning from the charts would have been
made easier for a nurse who has not had the detailed
tuition in anatomy if the author had had the name
plates of the important structures underlined or set
in heavier type. The heading of Plate 8 is rather mis-
leading, as it can hardly be called the schema of a
typical nerve-surely it is the schema of a thoracic
nerve. The lay-out of the small vessels in Plate 6o
would have been easier to remember if they had
been isolated and set out by themselves, as is often
done in the classical text-books. The book presents
excellent workmanship and style and, subject to
the above minor criticism, would make an excellent
gift to any nurse especially interested in anatomy.

BOOKS RECEIVED
The Editorial Board acknowledge with thanks the

receipt of the following volumes. A selection from
these will be made for review.

' Diseases of Children.' Vol. I. Edited by Donald
Paterson, M.D., F.R.C.P, and Alan Moncrieff,
M.D., F.R.C.P. 4th Edition. (Pp. 771, 30s.)
Arnold. 1947.
'The Rhesus Factor.' By G. Fulton Roberts,

M.B. (Pp. 47, 3s. 6d.) Heinemann. I947.
'Chemical Methods in Clinical Medicine.' By

G. A. Harrison, M.D., F.R.I.C. 3rd Edition.
(Pp. 630, 40s.) J. A. Churchill. 1947.

' The Development of Inhalation Anaesthesia.'
By Barbara M. Duncum, D.Phil. (Pp. 640, 25s.)
Oxford University Press. I947.

' Heparin in the rreatment of Thrombosis.' By
J. E. Jorpes, M.D. (Pp. 260, i8s.) Oxford
University Press. Geoffrey Cumberlege.

' Brompton Hospital Reports.' Vol. XIV. Gale
and Polden. 1947. Ios.
'A Textbook on the Nursing and Diseases of

Sick Children.' Edited by Alan Moncrieff, M.D.,
F.R.C,P. 4th Edition. (Pp. 744, 30s.) H. K.
Lewis. 1947.

'Surgical Note-Taking.' By Charles F. M.
Saint, M.S., F.R.C.S. (Pp. o16, 4s. 6d.) H. K.
Lewis. 1947.
'The Treatment of Impotence.' By Joseph

Loewenstein, M.D. (Pp. 49, 6s.) Hamish Hamil-
ton. I947.

'Postgraduate Obstetrics.' By William F. Men-
gert, M.D. (Pp. 392, 25s.) Hamish Hamilton.
1947.

' The Birth of a Child.' By Grantly Dick Read,
M.D. (Pp. 99, 5s.) Heinemann. 1947.

'Sick Children.' By Alan Moncrieff, M.D.,
F.R.C.P. 6th Edition. (Pp. 450, i6s.) Cassell.
I947.

'Penicillin in General Practice.' By J. L.
Hamilton-Paterson, M.D. (Pp. i o, 5s.) Staples
Press. 1947.

' Sensory Mechanisms of the Retina.' By
Ragnar Granit, M.D. (Pp. 412, 35s.) Oxford
University Press. Geoffrey Cumberlege. I947.

'Practical Anatomy.' By Le Gros Clark, M.A.,
D.Sc., F.R.S., F.R.C.S., Professor of Anatomy in
the University of Oxford. (Pp. 470, 25s.) Edward
Arnold and Co. 1946.
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NOTICE TO CONTRIBUTORS

i. Papers dealing with any subject of interest to the post-graduate will be accepted at the discretion of the
Editor.

2. The following sections of the Journal are to 'be noted.

(a) Original articles, reports or investigations.
(b) Discursive articles, usually written at the request of the Editor.
(c) Practical teaching and historical articles.
(d) Clinical case reports, either of unusual cases or a series illustrating one particular symptom or sign.
(e) Notes on new instruments or the results of clinical trial of new drugs, etc.

3. All papers for publication must be in the hands of the Editor at least six weeks before the proposed date
of publication.

4. All papers should be typewritten as concisely as possible, with double spacing and a good margin. Sub-
headings should be clearly shown. Manuscripts must be carefully revised. Apart from minor typographical
errors, multiple alterations in the galley proof may be charged to the author.

5. Papers may be illustrated, at the discretion of the Editor, with six or less illustrations, electrocardiographs,
X-rays, or line drawings, etc., free of charge. Should further illustrations be required, the cost, except
in certain circumstances, must be defrayed by the author. Blocks may be obtained after use at the usual
trade rates.

6. References to papers or other publications in the text must be shown by giving the name of the author
and the year of publication (with or without brackets). At the end of the paper these references should
be arranged alphabetically according to the R.S.M. system. Thus: (if to a Journal)

Author's name (year), journal, volume, page, e.g.,
ATKINSON, J. (I92I), Y. Biol. Chem., 47, 134.

(If to a book)
Author's name (date of publication), title of book, place of publication, e.g.,

BROWN, C. D. (I935),' Diseases of the Skin,' London.

Reprints of articles may be obtained at reasonable cost provided notice is given when returning the corrected
galley proof.

ContributorsF should write to:

THE EDITOR,
Post-Graduate Medical Journal,

1, Wimpole Street,
Lo(;ndon, XV. i.

WELbeck 3828
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